
Abstract 

Thesis title: Business contracts with consumers 

The objective of this thesis is to analyse current legislation in Czech Republic 

regarding consumer law, especially business contracts concluded with customers. The main 

objective of this thesis is the assessment of selected provisions of the consumer legislation 

from entrepreneur´s view and analyse whether the consumer protection provisions in question 

are justified and not unreasonably limiting for the entrepreneur. 

The thesis is divided into 5 main chapters. Each of them deals with selected aspects of 

the topic in question. For the completion of the thesis were used domestic and foreign 

resources, especially legislation, specialised literature and the case-law. 

First chapter is introductory and contains my reasons and motivation for the choice of 

the thesis topic. Second chapter briefly summarizes world history of consumer law and 

history of consume law in Czech Republic. The focus is mainly on putting the Czech 

consumer law into context with European Union consumer law, because it is primarily based 

on it. The aim of the third chapter is to carefully define the main terms of consumer law which 

will be used in the whole thesis. The fourth chapter is the most comprehensive and forms the 

core of the entire thesis. It is divided into four thematic areas. First one of them describes the 

systematic of consumer law in valid and effective Czech legislation. Second area analyses the 

general requirements for concluding a contract with consumer and consequent general 

conditions for the entrepreneur. The third area deals with distance contracts and contracts 

negotiated away from business premises, and describes special requirements arising from the 

special manners of concluding the contracts and arising obligations. In the fourth area of the 

third chapter are identified and analysed selected provisions of consumer law, which were 

identified by the author as problematic regarding the proportion of advantage for consumers 

and unreasonable limitation for the entrepreneur. 

Last chapter of the thesis is consisted of the conclusion, which evaluates the outcomes 

arising from the completion of the thesis. 

 


